Introduction {#sec1}
============

During infancy and childhood, the human brain white matter (WM) undergoes significant microstructural changes ([@ref85]; [@ref26]), with dynamic axonal and myelin maturation. These WM maturational processes underlie the structural basis of emerging brain circuits critical to memory ([@ref54]; [@ref19]), attention ([@ref78]), intelligence quotient ([@ref65]), language ([@ref11]; [@ref9]; [@ref18]), motor learning ([@ref67]), musical proficiency ([@ref8]; [@ref35]), and cognitive control ([@ref48]). Dysfunction of the WM maturational processes is associated with a suite of neuropsychological disorders including schizophrenia ([@ref69]; [@ref15]; [@ref23]; [@ref47]), major depressive disorder ([@ref13]; [@ref1]), bipolar disorder ([@ref20]), autism ([@ref5]; [@ref41]; [@ref55]), and attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) ([@ref70]; [@ref80]). WM tracts are often categorized into commissural (interhemispheric connection), brainstem (connectivity in brainstem and cerebellum), association (corticocortical connections), limbic (connectivity in limbic system), and projection (corticospinal connections) tract groups based on the tract functions ([@ref81]). Delineation of maturational WM microstructural curves of all major WM tracts and tract groups of typically developing (TD) brain could not only reveal the spatiotemporal differential circuit formation in normal brain development, but also set the stage for understanding aberrant brain development in neurodevelopmental disorders such as autistic spectrum disorder (ASD) and developmental brain disorders in general.

![Parcellation of the WM skeleton into five tract groups. (*A*) The skeleton of the entire WM in coronal (left), axial (middle), and sagittal (right) view after setting the FA threshold 0.2; (*B*) 3D reconstructed commissural, brainstem, projection, limbic, and association tract groups in sagittal view; (*C*) parcellation of the WM skeleton into five tract groups with the tract group colors consistent to those shown in (*B*).](bhz268f1){#f1}

Diffusion MRI, especially diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), has been widely used to quantify WM microstructure ([@ref42]). Water molecules tend to diffuse more freely along the WM tracts, rather than perpendicular to the tracts. These diffusion properties of water molecules around WM tracts can be measured through DTI, which uses a tensor model to measure the water diffusion in vivo. DTI-derived metrics are sensitive to WM microstructural changes during development. Fractional anisotropy (FA), ranging from 0 to 1, has been utilized to quantify the shape of the diffusion tensor ([@ref75]). Radial diffusivity (RD) and axial diffusivity (AD), the diffusivity measurements perpendicular to and along the diffusion tensor, are associated with myelination and axonal growth, respectively. ([@ref75], [@ref76]). Mean diffusivity (MD) quantifying the size of the diffusion tensor usually decreases during brain development ([@ref46]).

The human brain WM develops relatively fast during the first few years after birth ([@ref52]; [@ref27]; [@ref14]; [@ref22]; [@ref63]; [@ref87]), then goes through a transitional stage with a relatively slower developmental rate in early childhood, and then undergoes a slower and more stable developmental period until late childhood and adolescence ([@ref46]; [@ref84]; [@ref43]; [@ref44]). Knowledge on human brain WM maturation has been obtained with DTI studies of TD brains at different age periods ([@ref52]; [@ref66]; [@ref17], [@ref16]; [@ref27]; [@ref46], [@ref44], [@ref45]; [@ref64]; [@ref84]; [@ref43]; [@ref22]; [@ref63], [@ref62]; [@ref87]). Differential maturation was also observed across major WM tracts ([@ref31], [@ref30]) or tract groups ([@ref50]) with these DTI measurements. All the above-mentioned findings suggest multiple characteristic maturational stages and spatiotemporally differential developmental rates from birth until end of early childhood. So far, linear ([@ref17]; [@ref64]; [@ref3]), exponential ([@ref52]; [@ref66]; [@ref46]; [@ref63]), logarithmic ([@ref14]; [@ref87]), Poisson ([@ref44]), and quadratic polynomial ([@ref84]; [@ref43]) models have been proposed to characterize maturation of WM microstructure quantified by FA measurement. Most previous DTI studies ([@ref52]; [@ref27]; [@ref31]; [@ref16]; [@ref46], [@ref44]; [@ref14]; [@ref22]; [@ref63]; [@ref39]; [@ref87], [@ref86]) delineated early WM development over relatively short periods and a limited number of WM tracts. Few of them have covered the critical age ranges of both infancy (0--2 years) and early childhood (2--8 years) which are characterized by fast and relatively slow WM maturation, respectively. In addition, similar to the growth charts of child height or weight, TD brain WM maturation charts provide reference for understanding WM aberration in children with atypical brain development. Measures such as z-score can be obtained for the test subject if WM maturation curve and standard deviations of TD brains of a very large cohort of subjects can be established. As controversial findings of increasing ([@ref6]; [@ref83]) and decreasing ([@ref77]; [@ref82]) WM microstructural integrity in children with ASD were found in previous studies, quantifying residual variance difference between ASD and TD group (instead of measuring z scores) based on comprehensive DTI metric measurements of all major WM tracts and tract groups may offer refreshing insights into WM microstructural aberrations in children with ASD.

![(*A*) Representative axial OEC, FA, MD, RD, and AD maps at the level of the internal capsule from a representative 2-, 13-, 24-, 48-, and 95-month-old child from top to bottom. (*B*) The diagram shows hypothesized association between cellular processes (axonal growth, axonal packing, and myelination) and DTI metric changes during WM development.](bhz268f2){#f2}

It is critical to establish normal charts of WM microstructural changes in 0--8 years and more importantly, to identify the distinguished developmental phases and differential development across WM tracts. Establishment of these WM maturational charts requires age coverage of both early childhood and infancy stage for appropriate maturational curve fitting, a relatively large sample number, and comprehensive quantification of all major WM tracts and tract groups. Here, we delineated WM microstructural maturation of 118 TD children aged 0.17--7.91 years with DTI metric (FA, MD, RD, and AD) measurements of all major tracts and tract groups. In addition, 31 children with ASD were recruited to assess the aberrant WM maturation with the TD WM charts as the reference.

![Differential microstructural maturational curve across all major WM tracts and tract groups measured with FA (*A*), MD (*B*), RD (*C*), and AD (*D*) measurements. Fitted exponential curves are shown for all tracts and tract groups. The fitted curves of DTI metric measurements averaged from the tract group were plotted in solid line and those from individual WM tracts were plotted in semitransparent dashed lines in the same color.](bhz268f3){#f3}

Materials and Methods {#sec2}
=====================

Pediatric Subjects {#sec3}
------------------

Hundred and eighteen TD children (52 M/66F; mean age: 3.36 ± 2.44 years; age range: 0.17--7.91 years) and 31 children with ASD (31 M; mean age: 4.11 ± 1.42 years; age range: 2.33--7 years old) were recruited at Beijing Children's Hospital. The clinical history of each child in the TD cohort was carefully inspected by pediatric radiologists (H.K. and D.H.) to rule out developmental abnormalities. The exclusion criteria included known nervous system disease and/or a history of psychiatric, neurodevelopmental, or systemic illness. The children in the TD cohort were referred to MR imaging in the case of seizures with fever, sexual precocity, intermittent headache, short stature, or convulsion. No brain abnormalities were detected on the MRI scans of the TD children. This study was approved by Institutional Review Board, and written informed consent of every TD subject and every child with ASD was obtained from each subject's parent.

The details of diagnosis of children with ASD and evaluation of differences of residual variances of DTI measurements between TD children and children with ASD across WM tract groups are elaborated in the Supplemental Information.

DTI Acquisition and Measurement of Tract-Specificand Tract-Group-Specific WM Microstructure {#sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All participants were scanned on a 3T Philips Achieva system (Philips, Best, the Netherlands) with sedation. DTI images were acquired using a single-shot EPI sequence with sensitivity encoding parallel imaging scheme (SENSE, reduction factor = 2). Earplug and headphones were used to minimize noise exposure. The imaging matrix size was 128 × 128 with a field of view of 256 × 256 mm^2^. Axial slices with 2 mm thickness were acquired parallel to the anterior-posterior commissure line. A total of 70 slices covered the entire brain without the gap. The repetition time and echo time were 9.3 s and 100 ms, respectively. Diffusion weighting was encoded along 30 independent directions ([@ref38]), and the b-value was 1000 sec/mm^2^. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, two repetitions were performed. Visual inspection was conducted for all DTI data by the pediatric radiologists (H.K. and Y.P.) and no apparent motion artifacts were caught. Automated image registration from DTIStudio ([@ref37]) was applied to raw diffusion weighted images to correct distortion caused by eddy current. Head motions in DTI data were quantified for all subjects. As shown in Supplementary [Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, few motion artifacts were observed in both TD and ASD subjects with less than 0.5 mm in translation and less than 0.25 degrees in rotation for all subjects. There are no significant differences in translation (*P* = 0.41) and rotation (*P* = 0.06) between ASD and TD groups, either. The standard tensor fitting was conducted with DTIStudio to generate whole-brain maps of four DTI-derived metrics: FA, MD, RD, and AD. The atlas-based labeling of WM skeleton is as follows. Briefly, after nonlinear registration to a single-subject template used in digital WM atlas (JHU ICBM-DTI-81) ([@ref51]), all the FA images of 118 TD children and 31 ASD children were averaged in this template space. The skeleton of the group-averaged FA map was generated with tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) ([@ref72]) of FSL software (<https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/TBSS/>) to extract the core of the WM tracts and alleviate partial volume effects, similar to the procedures described in detail in our previous publications ([@ref29], [@ref28]). To minimize spurious voxels caused by noise, the threshold of the FA skeleton was set to 0.2 ([@ref72]) with the resultant WM skeleton shown in [Figure 1A](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. After the labels of each WM tract from the JHU ICBM-DTI-81 atlas ([@ref51]) were transferred to the WM skeleton in the template space, each WM skeleton voxel was categorized into one tract and one tract group ([Fig. 1B](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@ref81]). The labeled and skeletonized WM tract groups are described as follows: 1) commissural tracts, including splenium (SCC), body (BCC), and genu (GCC) corpus callosum; 2) brainstem tracts, including inferior (ICP), middle (MCP), and superior (SCP) cerebellar peduncles, pontine crossing tract (PCT), and medial lemniscus (ML); 3) projection tracts, including corticospinal tract (CST), cerebral peduncle (CP), internal capsule (subdivided into anterior (AIC), posterior (PIC), and retrolenticular (RIC) portions), and corona radiata (subdivided into anterior (ACR), superior (SCR), and posterior (PCR) portions); 4) limbic tracts, including cingulum (subdivided into cingulate (CGC) and hippocampal (CGH) portions), and fornix (FX); and 5) association tracts (corticocortical tracts connecting two cortical regions), including external capsule (EC), superior fronto-occipital fasciculus (SFOF), superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF), sagittal stratum (SS), and uncinate fasciculus (UF). The tract-specific or tract-group-specific FA, MD, RD, and AD of all major 24 WM tracts and 5 tract groups were then obtained by averaging these measurements with these labeled WM skeletons as the regions-of-interest ([Fig. 1C](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The FA, MD, RD, or AD differences among major WM tracts or tract groups within the subjects were tested with ANOVA. The entire WM was used as a reference to examine the differential microstructural maturation of all tracts and tract groups.

###### 

The percent change (%) of DTI measurements (FA, MD, RD, and AD) from 0 to 8 years for each tract and tract group. "---" indicates measurements not available or with nonsignificant exponential fitting. The percent change of DTI measurements in this table was encoded as color shown on the left panel of [Figures 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}

                    FA     MD      RD      AD
  ----------------- ------ ------- ------- -------
  **ALL**           54.4   −29.9   −44.1   −14.7
  **Commissural**   64.8   −42.5   −63.8   −24.2
   SCC              92.1   −53     −73.6   −34.6
   GCC              54.2   −45.1   −65.9   −29
   BCC              71.2   −37.4   −59.5   −15.3
  **Brainstem**     81.9   −22.1   −39     ---
   PCT              104    −18.8   −38.9   ---
   MCP              90.1   −26.6   −42.2   −6.9
   ICP              69     −20.3   −35.8   ---
   SCP              59     ---     −28.9   25.7
   ML               48.5   −12.3   −30.1   8
  **Association**   54     −28.3   −38.2   −16.4
   SLF              63.8   −32.7   −42.9   −19.6
   SFOF             71.8   −22.2   −34     −8.1
   UF               59.4   −22.6   −37.8   ---
   EC               41.8   −21.9   −30.9   −11.3
   SS               57.5   −30.3   −40.3   −24.2
  **Limbic**        49.9   −23.5   −37.1   −8.4
   FX               44.7   −24     −38.7   −9.4
   CGC              62.2   −28.2   −42.5   −11.1
  CGH               40.6   −17.4   −29.5   ---
  **Projection**    44.7   −27     −39.5   −13.5
   PIC              35.8   −20     −41.9   −6.2
   RIC              35.3   −23.1   −34.9   −11.8
   AIC              57.1   −22.2   −38.3   −5.2
   PCR              51.6   −28.2   −37.8   −16.4
   CP               43.8   −28     −51.6   −16.8
   SCR              46.6   −29.5   −39.1   −18.3
   ACR              56.5   −31.5   −41     −19.6
   CST              43.6   −21.3   −33     ---

Curve Fitting of FA, MD, RD, and AD of all Major WM Tracts and Tract Groups {#sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in Supplemental information, AIC was used to quantify the relative goodness-of-fit among different models (including linear, exponential, logarithmic, Poisson, and quadratic polynomial) for fitting the microstructural maturational curves of the entire WM of TD children. Among the five models, the highest coefficient of determination (*R*^2^) in FA (*R^2^ =* 89.6%), MD (*R^2^ =* 89.5%), RD (*R^2^ =* 90.4%), and AD (*R^2^ =* 76.8%) was found with exponential model $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$f(x)=a\cdot {e}^{- bx}+c$\end{document}$ ([Fig. S2](#sup2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S1](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The exponential model $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$f(x)=a\cdot {e}^{- bx}+c$\end{document}$ was then used to fit the maturational curve of WM microstructure of all WM tracts and tract groups, with *x* the age of the subject and *f*(*x*) the tract-specific or tract-group-specific DTI measurements (e.g., FA, MD, RD, or AD). All fitted parameters *b* and *c* were positive. Fitted parameter *a* was negative or positive when the DTI measurements increased or decreased with age. After fitting all major WM tracts and tract groups with the exponential model, the percent change of each DTI metric was also quantified based on the fitting curve. For example, the FA percentage change in the fitted exponential curve was defined as (*FÂ* (age = 8 years)---*FÂ* (age = 0 year))/*FÂ* (age = 0 year), with *FÂ* representing the FA value in the fitted exponential curve. Furthermore, the two time points *t1* and *t2* when the (*FÂ* (t)---*FÂ* (age = 0 year)) value reaches the 2/3 and 8/9 of the (*FÂ* (age = 8 years)---*FÂ* (age = 0 year)) value in each fitted exponential curve were identified. The fitted exponential curve of each tract or tract group was divided into three phases, namely *fast*, *intermediate,* and *slow* phase, with these two time points separating the curve in 0--8 years. Similar procedures were applied to fitted MD, RD, and AD curves.

Each fitted exponential line was modulated by three parameters (*a, b,* and *c*) that play important roles to characterize differentiated WM microstructural maturational curve $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$f(x)=a\cdot {e}^{- bx}+c$\end{document}$. As shown in [Figure S3](#sup3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, a larger absolute value of the parameter *a* (abs(a)) indicates a larger increase (or decrease) of the DTI measurement from *f*(0) to *f*(*x*). A larger *b* indicates a steeper increase in the earlier phase of the developmental curve. A larger *c* indicates the overall elevation of the developmental curve. The difference of each parameter of a certain tract or tract group and that of the entire WM was tested with permutation tests with details in Supplemental Information. Differences between left and right tracts were also tested with permutation tests to evaluate the asymmetry of WM microstructural maturation.

![Three phases (*fast*, *intermediate,* and *slow* phases) identified from fitted exponential maturational FA curve of the averaged entire WM (*A*) and a representative tract, namely GCC (*B*), SCP (*C*), SS (*D*), FX (*E*), and CST(*F*), from each of five tract groups. The ages *t1* and *t2* when the (*FÂ*(t)---*FÂ* (age = 0 year)) value reaches the 2/3 and 8/9 of the (*FÂ*(age = 8 years)---*FÂ* (age = 0 year)) value in each fitted exponential curve were used to separate the WM maturation into three phases: *fast*, *intermediate*, and *slow* phases. Please see the Materials and Methods section for abbreviations of WM tract names.](bhz268f4){#f4}

Results {#sec6}
=======

Overview of WM Microstructural ProfileCharacterized by DTI-Derived FA, MD, RD, AD,and Orientation-Encoded Colormap {#sec7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All abbreviations of WM tracts can be found in the legend of [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. [Figure 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the DTI-derived metric maps, including FA, MD, RD, AD and orientation-encoded colormap (OEC) maps, of representative TD brains at 2, 13, 24, 48, and 95 months. As shown in Supplemental Information, the microstructural properties among WM tracts and tract groups are heterogenous within the subjects, regardless of the ages. Very dynamic brain WM changes from birth to 8 years of age can be apprecaited from [Figure 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, characterized by prominent FA increases and prominent RD and MD decreases. Axonal maturational processes including axonal growth, axional packing, and myelination may contribute to these DTI-derived metric changes, according to the DTI signal model ([@ref7]; [@ref74]; [@ref26]; [@ref17], [@ref16]; [@ref46]; [@ref21]) illustrated in [Figure 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}.

Three Phases in the WM Tract Maturational Curve {#sec8}
-----------------------------------------------

The age-related changes of FA, MD, RD, and AD, fitted with exponential model, of all WM tracts are shown in [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. The percent changes of all tracts with FA, MD, RD, and AD measurements are listed in [Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}. In the FA maturational curves of 0--8 years of the WM tracts GCC, SCP, SS, FX, and CST shown in [Figure 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, the FA increases rapidly at the beginning in the *fast* phase, then slows down in the *intermediate* phase, and at last reaches the *slow* phase with mild increase. GCC, SCP, SS, FX, and CST are representative tract in each of five WM tract groups, respectively. The WM tract with shorter *fast* and *intermediate* phases matures earlier. For example, the end of *fast* and *intermediate* phases (*t1* and *t2*) of GCC at 0.97 years and 1.94 years is much earlier than the corresponding timings of SCP (1.49 and 2.96 years), SS (1.98 and 3.87 years), FX (1.5 and 2.99 years), and CST (2.1 and 4.08 years), suggesting that the GCC matures earlier than other four tracts. The WM developments within the three WM maturational phases are all linear across all tracts and tract groups (all *P* \> 0.05 for Kolmogorov--Smirnov test of residual). The three phases measured in FA, MD, RD, and AD are listed in [Tables 2.](#TB2){ref-type="table"}--[5.](#TB5){ref-type="table"}, respectively.

###### 

The start and end age (years) as well as duration (years) of each phase for each tract and tract group in FA, ordered by the length of the fast phase. Please see the Materials and Methods section for abbreviations of WM tract names

                    *Fast*    *Intermediate*   *Slow*                         
  ----------------- --------- ---------------- -------------- ------ -------- -----
  **All**           0--1.3    1.3              1.3--2.6       1.3    2.6--    ---
  **Commissural**   0--0.9    0.9              0.9--1.79      0.9    1.79--   ---
  **Brainstem**     0--1.08   1.08             1.08--2.15     1.07   2.15--   ---
  **Association**   0--1.61   1.61             1.16--3.19     1.58   3.19--   ---
  **Limbic**        0--1.63   1.63             1.63--3.23     1.6    3.23--   ---
  **Projection**    0--1.64   1.64             1.64--3.25     1.61   3.25--   ---
   SCC              0--0.49   0.49             0.49--0.97     0.49   0.97--   ---
   PCT              0--0.87   0.87             0.87--1.74     0.87   1.74--   ---
   PIC              0--0.87   0.87             0.87--1.74     0.87   1.74--   ---
   GCC              0--0.97   0.97             0.97--1.94     0.97   1.94--   ---
   MCP              0--1.03   1.03             1.03--2.06     1.03   2.06--   ---
   ICP              0--1.17   1.17             1.17--2.33     1.16   2.33--   ---
   BCC              0--1.19   1.19             1.19--2.37     1.18   2.37--   ---
   RIC              0--1.2    1.2              1.2--2.39      1.19   2.39--   ---
   AIC              0--1.31   1.31             1.31--2.61     1.3    2.61--   ---
   SLF              0--1.34   1.34             1.34--2.68     1.34   2.68--   ---
   SCP              0--1.49   1.49             1.49--2.96     1.47   2.96--   ---
   FX               0--1.5    1.5              1.5--2.99      1.49   2.99--   ---
   CGC              0--1.55   1.55             1.55--3.07     1.53   3.07--   ---
   PCR              0--1.58   1.58             1.58--3.14     1.56   3.14--   ---
   ML               0--1.67   1.67             1.67--3.31     1.64   3.31--   ---
   SFOF             0--1.72   1.72             1.72--3.41     1.68   3.41--   ---
   UF               0--1.73   1.73             1.73--3.43     1.69   3.43--   ---
   CP               0--1.8    1.8              1.8--3.55      1.75   3.55--   ---
   CGH              0--1.83   1.83             1.83--3.6      1.77   3.6--    ---
   EC               0--1.83   1.83             1.83--3.6      1.77   3.6--    ---
   SCR              0--1.96   1.96             1.96--3.83     1.87   3.83--   ---
   SS               0--1.98   1.98             1.98--3.87     1.89   3.87--   ---
   ACR              0--2.03   2.03             2\. 03--3.96   1.93   3.96--   ---
   CST              0--2.1    2.1              2.1--4.08      1.98   4.08--   ---

###### 

The start and end age (years) as well as duration (years) of each phase for each tract and tract group in MD, ordered by the length of the *fast* phase. Please see the Materials and Methods section for abbreviations of WM tract names. "---" indicates measurements not available or with nonsignificant exponential fitting

                    *Fast*    *Intermediate*   *Slow*                       
  ----------------- --------- ---------------- ------------ ------ -------- -----
  **ALL**           0--1.09   1.09             1.09--2.19   1.09   2.19--   ---
  **Commissural**   0--0.72   0.72             0.72--1.44   0.72   1.44--   ---
  **Brainstem**     0--1.15   1.15             1.15--2.31   1.15   2.31--   ---
  **Association**   0--1.17   1.17             1.17--2.34   1.17   2.34--   ---
  **Projection**    0--1.42   1.42             1.42--2.84   1.41   2.84--   ---
  **Limbic**        0--1.57   1.57             1.57--3.12   1.55   3.12--   ---
   SCC              0--0.39   0.39             0.39--0.79   0.39   0.79--   ---
   GCC              0--0.73   0.73             0.73--1.47   0.73   1.47--   ---
   CST              0--0.97   0.97             0.97--1.93   0.96   1.93--   ---
   PCT              0--1.02   1.02             1.02--2.03   1.02   2.03--   ---
   MCP              0--1.02   1.02             1.02--2.04   1.02   2.04--   ---
   SS               0--1.05   1.05             1.05--2.09   1.04   2.09--   ---
   BCC              0--1.05   1.05             1.05--2.1    1.05   2.1--    ---
   ML               0--1.07   1.07             1.07--2.14   1.07   2.14--   ---
   SLF              0--1.09   1.09             1.09--2.18   1.09   2.18--   ---
   ICP              0--1.11   1.11             1.11--2.22   1.11   2.22--   ---
   CP               0--1.17   1.17             1.17--2.33   1.16   2.33--   ---
   EC               0--1.35   1.35             1.35--2.69   1.34   2.69--   ---
   FX               0--1.36   1.36             1.36--2.71   1.35   2.71--   ---
   AIC              0--1.36   1.36             1.36--2.71   1.35   2.71--   ---
   PIC              0--1.36   1.36             1.36--2.71   1.35   2.71--   ---
   CGC              0--1.4    1.4              1.4--2.78    1.39   2.78--   ---
   UF               0--1.4    1.4              1.4--2.79    1.39   2.79--   ---
   SCR              0--1.45   1.45             1.45--2.89   1.44   2.89--   ---
   RIC              0--1.45   1.45             1.45--2.89   1.44   2.89--   ---
   PCR              0--1.48   1.48             1.48--2.94   1.46   2.94--   ---
   ACR              0--1.52   1.52             1.52--3.01   1.5    3.01--   ---
   CGH              0--1.8    1.8              1.8--3.55    1.75   3.55--   ---
   SFOF             0--2.36   2.36             2.36--4.51   2.14   4.51--   ---
   SCP              ---       ---              ---          ---    ---      ---

###### 

The start and end age (years) as well as duration (years) of each phase for each tract and tract group in RD, ordered by the length of the *fast* phase. Please see the Materials and Methods section for abbreviations of WM tract names

                    *Fast*    *Intermediate*   *Slow*                       
  ----------------- --------- ---------------- ------------ ------ -------- -----
  **ALL**           0--1.13   1.13             1.13--2.26   1.13   2.26--   ---
  **Commissural**   0--0.78   0.78             0.78--1.57   0.78   1.57--   ---
  **Brainstem**     0--1.13   1.13             1.13--2.25   1.12   2.25--   ---
  **Association**   0--1.24   1.24             1.24--2.48   1.24   2.48--   ---
  **Projection**    0--1.41   1.41             1.41--2.81   1.4    2.81--   ---
  **Limbic**        0--1.53   1.53             1.53--3.05   1.52   3.05--   ---
   SCC              0--0.42   0.42             0.42--0.84   0.42   0.84--   ---
   GCC              0--0.81   0.81             0.81--1.62   0.81   1.62--   ---
   PCT              0--0.91   0.91             0.91--1.82   0.91   1.82--   ---
   PIC              0--0.98   0.98             0.98--1.96   0.98   1.96--   ---
   MCP              0--1.02   1.02             1.02--2.03   1.01   2.03--   ---
   BCC              0--1.07   1.07             1.07--2.13   1.07   2.13--   ---
   SLF              0--1.1    1.1              1.1--2.21    1.1    2.21--   ---
   ICP              0--1.2    1.2              1.2--2.4     1.2    2.4--    ---
   RIC              0--1.26   1.26             1.26--2.52   1.26   2.52--   ---
   AIC              0--1.27   1.27             1.27--2.54   1.27   2.54--   ---
   SS               0--1.29   1.29             1.29--2.57   1.28   2.57--   ---
   CGC              0--1.36   1.36             1.36--2.72   1.35   2.72--   ---
   FX               0--1.4    1.4              1.4--2.79    1.39   2.79--   ---
   PCR              0--1.41   1.41             1.41--2.81   1.4    2.81--   ---
   EC               0--1.42   1.42             1.42--2.84   1.41   2.84--   ---
   SCR              0--1.48   1.48             1.48--2.94   1.46   2.94--   ---
   ML               0--1.48   1.48             1.48--2.95   1.47   2.95--   ---
   UF               0--1.5    1.5              1.5--2.99    1.49   2.99--   ---
   CP               0--1.5    1.5              1.5--2.99    1.49   2.99--   ---
   ACR              0--1.55   1.55             1.55--3.08   1.53   3.08--   ---
   CST              0--1.55   1.55             1.55--3.09   1.53   3.09--   ---
   CGH              0--1.68   1.68             1.68--3.32   1.64   3.32--   ---
   SFOF             0--2.04   2.04             2.04--3.98   1.94   3.98--   ---
   SCP              0--3.32   3.32             3.32--5.74   2.42   5.74--   ---

###### 

The start and end age (years) as well as duration (years) of each phase for each tract and tract group in AD, ordered by the length of the *fast* phase. Please see the Materials and Methods section for abbreviations of WM tract names. "---" indicates measurements not available or with nonsignificant exponential fitting

                    *Fast*    *Intermediate*   *Slow*                       
  ----------------- --------- ---------------- ------------ ------ -------- -----
  **ALL**           0--0.97   0.97             0.97--1.94   0.97   1.94--   ---
  **Commissural**   0--0.56   0.56             0.56--1.13   0.56   1.13--   ---
  **Association**   0--0.94   0.94             0.94--1.87   0.94   1.87--   ---
  **Projection**    0--1.46   1.46             1.46--2.92   1.45   2.92--   ---
  **Limbic**        0--1.81   1.81             1.81--3.56   1.75   3.56--   ---
  **Brainstem**     ---       ---              ---          ---    ---      ---
   CP               0--0.27   0.27             0.27--0.55   0.27   0.55--   ---
   UF               ---       ---              ---          ---    ---      ---
   SCC              0--0.35   0.35             0.35--0.69   0.35   0.69--   ---
   SS               0--0.43   0.43             0.43--0.87   0.43   0.87--   ---
   ICP              ---       ---              ---          ---    ---      ---
   GCC              0--0.6    0.6              0.6--1.19    0.6    1.19--   ---
   SCP              0--0.62   0.62             0.62--1.23   0.62   1.23--   ---
   PCT              ---       ---              ---          ---    ---      ---
   BCC              0--0.98   0.98             0.98--1.96   0.98   1.96--   ---
   SLF              0--1.04   1.04             1.04--2.08   1.04   2.08--   ---
   MCP              0--1.04   1.04             1.04--2.09   1.04   2.09--   ---
   EC               0--1.08   1.08             1.08--2.17   1.08   2.17--   ---
   FX               0--1.11   1.11             1.11--2.21   1.1    2.21--   ---
   SCR              0--1.39   1.39             1.39--2.77   1.38   2.77--   ---
   ACR              0--1.43   1.43             1.43--2.84   1.42   2.84--   ---
   CGC              0--1.58   1.58             1.58--3.13   1.55   3.13--   ---
   PCR              0--1.68   1.68             1.68--3.33   1.65   3.33--   ---
   RIC              0--1.99   1.99             1.99--3.89   1.9    3.89--   ---
   AIC              0--2.23   2.23             2.23--4.29   2.06   4.29--   ---
   ML               0--2.63   2.63             2.63--4.91   2.27   4.91--   ---
   SFOF             0--4.13   4.13             4.13--6.43   2.31   6.43--   ---
   PIC              0--4.47   4.47             4.47--6.66   2.19   6.66--   ---
   CGH              ---       ---              ---          ---    ---      ---
   CST              ---       ---              ---          ---    ---      ---

Differential Maturation of WM Tracts and Tract Groups {#sec9}
-----------------------------------------------------

The differential maturational curves based on FA, MD, RD, and AD measurements are represented by the percent change, timing of three phases (left panel of [Figs 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}), and key exponential fitting parameters (right panel of [Figs 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). As shown on the left panel of [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, with the percentage increase of the entire WM FA 54.4%, larger FA percent increases (warmer colors in the horizontal bars) of the commissural (64.8%) and brainstem (81.9%) tract groups and smaller FA percent increases (colder colors in the horizontal bars) of the limbic (49.9%), projection (44.7%), and association (54%) tract groups were observed. Also shown in the left panel of [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2.](#TB2){ref-type="table"}, earlier end ages of *fast* and *intermediate* phases of the commissural (0.9 and 1.79 years) and brainstem (1.08 and 2.15 years) tract groups and later corresponding timings for the limbic (1.63 and 3.23 years), projection (1.64 and 3.25 years), and association (1.61 and 3.19 years) tract groups were observed, compared with those of the entire WM (1.3 and 2.6 years). Consistent with observed phases in FA measurements, the earlier end ages of fast and intermediate phases were also found in commissural tract groups with MD (0.72 and 1.44 years), RD (0.78 and 1.57 years), and AD (0.56 and 1.13 years) measurements, and later corresponding ages for the limbic (MD: 1.57 and 3.12 years, RD: 1.53 and 3.05 years, AD: 1.81 and 3.56 years), projection (MD: 1.42 and 2.84 years, RD: 1.41 and 2.81 years, AD: 1.46 and 2.92 years), and association (MD: 1.17 and 2.34 years, RD: 1.24 and 2.48 years, AD: 0.94 and 1.87 years) tract groups ([Tables 3.](#TB3){ref-type="table"}--[5.](#TB5){ref-type="table"}) were observed.

![Illustration of percentage increase of FA from 0 to 8 years (with the percentage increase values listed in [Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}), three phases (with the start/end ages and phase length listed in [Tables 2](#TB2){ref-type="table"}) and estimated fitting parameters *a, b, and c* of exponential curves of FA across all major WM tracts and tract groups. Measures of averaged entire WM were used as the reference. On the left panel, the WM maturation of every WM tract and tract group was displayed in three phases (*fast*, *intermediate,* and *slow* phases), with the boundaries of the three phases of the entire WM displayed as two reference dashed lines. The color bar encodes the percent increases of FA from 0 to 8 years. ^\*^ indicates significant difference of a fitting parameter *a, b,* or *c* from that of the averaged entire WM, shown as black dashed lines. ^\*^ placed on the left side indicates the abs(*a*)*, b,* or *c* is significantly smaller than that of the entire WM's, and vice versa. Please see the Materials and Methods section for abbreviations of WM tract names.](bhz268f5){#f5}

![Illustration of percentage increase of MD from 0 to 8 years (with the percentage decrease values listed in [Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}), three phases (with the start/end ages and phase length listed in [Table 3](#TB3){ref-type="table"}) and estimated fitting parameters *a*, *b,* and *c* of exponential curves of MD across all major WM tracts and tract groups. Measures of averaged entire WM were used as the reference. On the left panel, the WM maturation of every WM tract and tract group was displayed in three phases (fast, intermediate, and slow phases), with the boundaries of the three phases of the entire WM displayed as two reference dashed lines. The color bar encodes the percent decreases of MD from 0 to 8 years. ^\*^ indicates significant difference of a fitting parameter *a*, *b,* or *c* from that of the averaged entire WM, shown as the black dashed lines. ^\*^ placed on the left side indicates that the fitting parameter *a*, *b,* or *c* is significantly smaller than the entire WM's, and vice versa. With nonsignificant (n.s.) exponential fitting (*R*^2^ \< 0.223) of MD measurements of SCP, the percentage change of this specific tract is not available (shown in gray) and fitting parameters *a*, *b,* and *c* are not shown. Please see legend of [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} for abbreviations of WM tract names.](bhz268f6){#f6}

![Illustration of percentage increase of RD from 0 to 8 years (with the percentage decrease values listed in [Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}), three phases (with the start/end ages and phase length listed in [Table 4](#TB4){ref-type="table"}), and estimated fitting parameters *a*, *b,* and *c* of exponential curves of RD across all major WM tracts and tract groups. Measures of averaged entire WM were used as the reference. On the left panel, the WM maturation of every WM tract and tract group was displayed in three phases (fast, intermediate, and slow phases), with the boundaries of the three phases of the entire WM displayed as two reference dashed lines. The color bar encodes the percent decreases of RD from 0 to 8 years. ^\*^ indicates significant difference of a fitting parameter *a*, *b,* or *c* from that of the averaged entire WM, shown as the black dashed lines. ^\*^ placed on the left side indicates that the fitting parameter *a*, *b,* or *c* is significantly smaller than the entire WM's, and vice versa. Please see legend of [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} for abbreviations of WM tract names.](bhz268f7){#f7}

![Illustration of percentage increase of AD from 0 to 8 years (with the percentage decrease values listed in [Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}), three phases (with the start/end ages and phase length listed in [Table 5](#TB5){ref-type="table"}) and estimated fitting parameters a, b, and c of exponential curves of AD across all major WM tracts and tract groups. Measures of averaged entire WM were used as the reference. On the left panel, the WM maturation of every WM tract and tract group was displayed in three phases (fast, intermediate, and slow phases), with the boundaries of the three phases of the entire WM displayed as two reference dashed lines. The color bar encodes the percent decreases of AD from 0 to 8 years. ^\*^ indicates significant difference of a fitting parameter a, b, or c from that of the averaged entire WM, shown as the black dashed lines. ^\*^ placed on the left side indicates that the fitting parameter a, b, or c is significantly smaller than the entire WM's, and vice versa. With nonsignificant (n.s.) exponential fitting (*R*^2^ \< 0.223) of AD measurements of PCT, ICP, UF, CGH, CST, and brainstem tract group, the percentage changes of these specific tracts/tract group are not available (shown in gray) and fitting parameters a, b, and c are not shown. Statistical comparisons of the fitting parameters between SCP/ML and those of averaged entire WM were not conducted due to opposite percentage change directions of AD measurements for these two tracts. Please see legend of [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} for abbreviations of WM tract names.](bhz268f8){#f8}

The parameters *a*, *b*, and *c* of fitted exponential curves of FA measurements of all tracts are presented on the right panel of [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. Significant differences in the parameter *a*, *b*, or *c* between a specific tract/tract group and entire WM indicates differentiated WM maturation ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). For example, significantly higher abs(*a*), *b,* and *c* values of commissural tracts than those of entire WM indicate significantly larger magnitude of age-related increase, steeper increase for earlier phase, and bigger overall elevation, respectively ([Fig. S3](#sup3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As shown in [Figure S6](#sup6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, significant difference of fitted *a* or *b* parameter between left and right tracts was not found for most of the tracts. Significant differences of fitted *c* parameter between left and right tract were shown for a few tracts. Of note, the parameter *c* of left SLF and CGC from FA measurement is higher than that of the corresponding right tract, suggesting higher microstructural integrity of SLF and CGC in the left hemisphere.

Larger Microstructural Residual Variance in the WMof Children with ASD During Brain Developmentfrom 2 to 8 Years of Age {#sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Larger residual variances of WM maturation of children with ASD compared with TD children were found broadly across WM tract groups, as shown in [Figures S4](#sup4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#sup5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Discussion {#sec11}
==========

In this study, we found differential and significant microstructural changes with DTI-derived metric measurements of all major WM tracts and tract groups from a relatively large sample size of children (*n* = 118) from 0 to 8 years of age. The maturational curve of the entire WM microstructure was best fitted with an exponential model. The WM microstructural maturational process of each tract or tract group was characterized by three distinct phases, *fast*, *intermediate,* and *slow* phases from 0 to 8 years, based on the fitted exponential curve. The start and end age as well as the duration of each phase have been charted for each tract and tract group. Furthermore, we found that microstructural maturational processes were differential among tracts and tract groups by comparing the corresponding parameters of maturational curves of these tracts or tract groups. With quantified information of TD WM development, larger residual variance of WM maturation in ASD children was found, suggesting that the established normal WM trajectories and tables could be used as a reference for delineating altered maturation of children with neuropsychiatric disorders.

The DTI data presented in this study were scanned with uniform imaging parameters on an identical 3T MR system, making it possible to explore the differential WM maturational pattern that could not be well appreciated with isolated and fragmented age ranges. The results unified the linear ([@ref17]; [@ref64]; [@ref3]) and nonlinear ([@ref52]; [@ref66]; [@ref46], [@ref44]; [@ref84]; [@ref43]; [@ref14]; [@ref63]; [@ref87]) findings of WM maturation from previous studies. Only with the relatively large age range presented in this study, does it become clear that linear model is no longer valid for characterizing the WM developmental pattern, as the developmental rates are quite different among these different phases. Besides providing good coverage of critical developmental stages, the relatively large sample size used in this study could enable certain conclusions with statistical significance. Spatiotemporal heterogeneity of WM maturation might be only appreciated with larger age range and sufficient sample size. To our knowledge, this study quantitatively charted the three distinct developmental stages observed and maturational curves of all major WM tracts and tract groups from 0 to 8 years for the first time. These quantitative measurements of the differential stages of WM microstructural maturation based on DTI measurements could be an invaluable public resource as a reference for normal development to detect pediatric neuropsychiatric or neurological disorders. All WM maturational charts and DTI metric measurements can be freely downloaded from [brainmrimap.org](http://brainmrimap.org).

Possible Biological Processes Underlying WM Maturation from 0 to 8 Years {#sec12}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous histological studies have suggested that developmental processes such as myelination, axonal growth, and axonal packing occur in a differential manner across the brain WM regions during various maturational periods ([@ref10]; [@ref40]; [@ref25]; [@ref26]; [@ref12]). Certain relationship between DTI metric measurements and cellular processes in WM development ([@ref7]; [@ref74]; [@ref26]; [@ref17], [@ref16]; [@ref46]; [@ref21]) was inferred in [Figure 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Specifically, axonal growth in fascicles is associated with an increase of AD, and also with increases of FA and MD. Axonal packing is associated with decrease of AD and RD, leading to an increase of FA and a decrease of MD. WM myelination is associated with a decrease of RD, resulting in an increase of FA and a decrease of MD. As shown in [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, myelination and axonal packing might play a signficant role for WM maturation in 0--8 years with increased FA, decreased MD, and decreased RD ([@ref10]; [@ref40]; [@ref75]; [@ref27]; [@ref22]). Commissural and association tract groups might be associated with the highest and lowest myelination/axonal packing level, respectively, in the studied age range.

Three Characteristic Developmental Phasesfrom 0 to 8 Years {#sec13}
----------------------------------------------------------

The exponential model fitted the WM maturational data better than linear, polynomial, Poisson, and logarithmic models ([Fig. S2](#sup2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} & [Table S1](#sup7){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). With significantly fitted exponential curves for all major tracts and tract groups with FA and RD measurements and for most of tracts and tract groups with MD and AD measurements, three characteristic developmental phases were defined ([Figs 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}, [Tables 2.](#TB2){ref-type="table"}--[5.](#TB5){ref-type="table"}). Specifically, these three phases are *fast*, *intermediate,* and *slow* phases with the *fast* phase usually occurring in infancy (ending between 0.49 and 2.1 years according to FA measurements), the *slow* phase lasting longest, and the *intermediate* phase presenting as a transitional phase between the *fast* and *slow* phases; 1/3 and 1/9 were arbitrarily chosen ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) to make the logarithm of FA(t), MD(t), RD(t), or AD(t) evenly divided by log(1/3) with exponential function modeled for these DTI measurements. Consistent with previous studies ([@ref10]; [@ref27]; [@ref22]; [@ref71]), FA measurements of the commissural tracts reach the *slow* phase earliest among all WM tracts as the FA measurements of commissural tracts demonstrate the fastest increase in *fast* phase. Accordingly, the *slow* phase of the FA measurements of commissural tracts is the longest ([Figs 4B and](#f4){ref-type="fig"}[5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2.](#TB2){ref-type="table"}). On the other hand, FA values of the CST undergo steady and continuous increase from 0--8 years ([Fig. 4F](#f4){ref-type="fig"}) with the duration of the *slow* phase before 8 years the shortest of all WM tracts. This is consistent with the prolonged myelination of CST until adolescence ([@ref46]; [@ref43]).

Differentiated Maturation Across WM Tracts and WM Tract Groups {#sec14}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Despite the previous reports of differentiated maturation among WM tracts ([@ref22]; [@ref39]; [@ref86]; [@ref56]) with DTI measurements, the maturational curves of the tracts have not been systematically and quantitatively compared with appropriate modeling. The differential WM maturation pattern was revealed by the comparison of the three fitting parameters among WM tracts and tract groups ([Figs 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}). The directional changes of the parameters of the commissural tract group (FA: abs(*a*)↑, *b*↑, *c*↑; RD: *a*↑, *b*↑, *c*↓; AD: *a*↑, *b*↑, *c*↑) compared with the average of the entire WM suggest that the commissural tracts are characterized with 1) a higher level of axonal growth (AD: *c*↑) and myelination (FA: *c*↑; RD: *c*↓); 2) a larger overall increase of axonal packing (AD: *a*↑) and myelination (FA: abs(*a)*↑; RD: *a*↑); and 3) earlier axonal packing (AD: *b*↑) and myelination (FA: *b*↑; RD: *b*↑). On the contrary, the parameter changes of the projection tract group (FA: abs(*a)*↓, *b*↓, *c*↓; RD: *a*↓, *b*↓, *c*↑; AD: *a*↓, *b*↓, *c*↓) suggest that the projection tracts are characterized with 1) a lower level of axonal growth (AD: *c*↓) and myelination (FA: *c*↓; RD: *c*↑); 2) smaller overall increase of axonal packing (AD: *a*↓) and myelination (FA: abs(*a)*↓; RD: *a*↓); and 3) later axonal packing (AD: *b*↓) and myelination (FA: *b*↓; RD: *b*↓). Consistent with maturational patterns of synaptic density, dendritic tree, and myelination from histological studies ([@ref85]; [@ref40]; [@ref34]; [@ref60]; [@ref58], [@ref59]), two WM maturation patterns could be identified with the fitted parameters shown in [Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}: 1) WM develops from the posterior to anterior brain. For example, the SCC, PIC, and PCR mature earlier than the GCC, AIC, and ACR, respectively; 2) WM develops from the central to peripheral brain. For example, the commissural tract group matures earlier than the association tract group. The hierarchical maturation suggested by the results in this study is consistent with the brain developmental pattern from primary sensorimotor system to higher order functional system. The WM tracts connecting primary sensorimotor cortex, for example, SCC connecting to primary visual cortex, are among the earliest to develop in 0--8 years. Consistent with the protracted dendritic growth (e.g., [@ref68]) and cognitive development (e.g., [@ref60]) till adolescence and adulthood, the microstructural changes of the corticocortical association WM tracts (e.g., SFOF and SLF) connecting to the prefrontal cortex are among the slowest to develop. From the perspective of WM microstructure, differential maturation of WM with early development of WM tracts involved in primary sensorimotor system (e.g., SCC connected to primary visual cortex) to protracted development of WM tracts involved in higher cognitive system (e.g., corticocortical association tracts connected to prefrontal cortex) sheds light on differential brain system development. Of note, DTI measurements are considered indirect compared with previous histological studies of WM maturation.

Application to ASD and Limitations of the Study {#sec15}
-----------------------------------------------

Alterations of WM microstructure have been observed within a plethora of neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia ([@ref15]), depression ([@ref1]), bipolar disorder ([@ref20]), ASD ([@ref5]), and ADHD ([@ref80]) in atypically developing brains. Established WM tract maturational curves of TD children could be used for early biomarker detection of the neuropsychiatric disorders showing group differences of DTI measurements from TD children, allowing for early intervention and precision health for infants and children. Hence, these TD WM maturational curves and charts have a potentially significant impact on health care of these mental disorders, with abnormal developmental process beginning years before the illness onset ([@ref57]; [@ref61]). Individuals with ASD are characterized by larger interindividual variability of both behavioral performance ([@ref33]) and brain functional activity ([@ref53]; [@ref32]). With previous controversial findings of increasing ([@ref6]; [@ref83]) and decreasing ([@ref77]; [@ref82]) WM microstructural integrity in children with ASD, WM microstructural residual variance of individuals with ASD was focused on. Larger intersubject variability of WM microstructure was found in several WM tract groups especially commissural tracts in children with ASD ([@ref2]), possibly underlying the larger interindividual behavioral variability of ASD ([@ref33]; [@ref79]). Higher residual variances ([Figs S4](#sup4){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#sup5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) of WM microstructure measured from children with ASD, compared with those of TD WM, are consistent with previous studies.

There are several limitations in this study. All presented data were cross-sectional. Delineating the individual longitudinal trajectory of WM maturation will build up an individual TD reference of WM microstructural maturation for precision medicine. A longitudinal study providing microstructural charts of WM tracts or tract groups is therefore warranted. A few other factors such as socioeconomic status could affect the WM microstructure, but were not accounted in this study. Compared with dramatic WM microstructural development during 0--8 years (e.g., FA percent change range 35--104%), the effects of other factors on charts of TD WM microstructural maturation would be relatively subtle. The tract-level and tract-group-level analysis could be further improved in the future with along-the-tract analysis (e.g., [@ref49]) and tract statistics (e.g., [@ref24]). More complex models, such as diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) ([@ref36]) or neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging (NODDI) ([@ref88]), can bring extra WM microstructural information that cannot be characterized by DTI (see e.g., [@ref56a]). With DTI-based metric measurements of WM tracts usually considered basis for more advanced diffusion models, the goal of this study was to fill the knowledge gap of DTI-based WM microstructural measurements for children aged 0--8 years. The DTI-based measurements of WM tracts in this study are very sensitive to capture the developmental changes, indicated by the low variance and high R^2^ of the fitting. Further studies for testing sensitivity of advanced diffusion models and making charts with measurements of metrics from advanced models will extend the understanding of WM microstructural maturation aged 0--8 years. As it was not practical to test all related maturation curve fitting models, the five candidate models tested in [Figure S2](#sup2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} were among the most popular models used to fit WM maturation previously. The exponential model was optimal among those five models. It is possible that other curve fitting models (e.g., Gompertz function) could lead to better fitting than the exponential model.

Conclusion {#sec16}
==========

We presented comprehensive and differential charts of TD WM microstructural maturation of all major tracts and tract groups in 0--8 years in the format of maturational curves and tables. The microstructural maturational curves of the entire WM were best fitted with the exponential model. The maturational curves were characterized by three phases and three critical fitting parameters, which are heterogeneous across the WM tracts or tract groups. The established charts were also used for detecting higher residual variances for children with ASD. Taken together, the maturational charts and tables covering all major WM tracts were established with DTI measurements of TD children aged 0--8 years, revealing early brain WM development pattern and offering reference standards for "pre" diagnostic risk assessment of neuropsychiatric disorders.
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